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THE ROAR OF HUNG

Daily Offering to Drakshul Wangpo

I am the powerful and wrathful heruka,

foremost and stern ruler of all my attendant retinue.

Among the arrogant ones of the world of appearances and possibilities,

who is not under my power?

Supremely powerful and sublime emanation of enlightened mind,

great heruka Drakshul Wangpo,
JIK JÉ MI ZAY KHOR TSHOK CHAY
together with your hosts of unbearably terrifying retinues,

TEN PA SUNG CHHIR DA TSHUR JÖN
in order to guard the teachings, advance toward me now.

ZHUK PAY NAY SU JI Ré CHHAK
in this palace within the charnel ground's display.

BAR WAY P'HO NYA T'HU TSAL CHEN
Radiant messenger endowed with might and energy,

NYÉ WAY DROK SU BAK P'HOB CHIK
inspire us, your intimate companions.

HUNG NGÖ SHAM CHHÖ PA PANG Ré T'HO
The gathered offerings are heaped so high.

YI TRUL LONG CHÖ L'HUN Ré TUK
The imagined wealth is so densely arrayed.
Here are all manner of delightful samaya substances, with nothing left out.

May you accept it with fierce delight.

You are the robber of the life force of enemies of the teachings.
and the deity who protects excellent practitioners as you would your children.

To you, chief of the supremely powerful slayers, I offer all praise.

Do not forsake your activities.

The hordes of maras who behave perversely toward the teachings of the great secrets and those who uphold those teachings.

are without exception entrusted to you as your portion of food

Oh! They are lost!
As for the groups of demons of broken samaya, whose attitudes are malevolent,

come slay all those with forms.

Come destroy all those without forms.

Come to ensure that even their names no longer exist.

If you falter in these enlightened activities,

how serious then was your former oath?

The time draws near when the teachings may be destroyed,

so swiftly arouse your energy and power.
Drakshul Wangpo

In brief, be victorious in all directions
by now carrying out all the goals that we masters of awareness hold in our minds.

In order to fulfill a request from the lord of refuge Getse Choktrul Rinpoche of Katok Monastery, this was composed on the spur of the moment by Jigdral Yéshé Dorjé, a long-haired tantric practitioner of the early translation school of Nyingma.

To you I present outer, inner, and secret offerings of samaya substances.

Annihilate all obstructing spirits, kingly demons, and malignant elemental forces

And thus swiftly accomplish all wished-for supportive circumstances.

I, Jñana, wrote this at the request of Kalzang Namgyal.